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Making Multilingual Correspondence Among 
Multiple Voices a Breeze

Make Secure File Translation 
Simply Automatic

Protect the online flow of potentially sensitive 
information via email efficiently by investing in a 
tool that allows project-specific correspondence to 
automatically translate into the desired language after 
a simple drag-and-drop.  

It’s no secret. Translating certain documents like 
email files such as .PDF, .ZIP, etc. used to be a huge 
time commitment. Manual translation or reliance 
on insecure, free online tools both presented issues 
regarding information security and operational 
efficiency.  

With SYSTRAN’s S-Box, there are no files passed 
through a browser or external source. All files stay on 
a user’s desktop for maximum risk reduction. 

SYSTRAN’s suite of products already allows for 
unparalleled security of translation on-premise or in 
the SYSTRAN cloud. However, unique files such as 
email like .msg and .eml require additional licensing 
to securely and efficiently translate.  

Luckily, SYSTRAN makes it simple to install and 
configure this server add-on with the S-box. A team-
oriented, drag-and-drop-enabled tool that allows for 
batch translations which means you no longer have to 
translate potentially sensitive email and attachment 
data painstakingly one-by-one.  

A set-it-and-forget-it approach to multilingual translation, an intuitive 
drag-and-drop feature allows any team member to input any number of 
supported files into a shared folder for automatic translation. Need to 
reference a translation at a later date? Just access the output folder for 
quick, accurate translations.

Translate files conveniently by “dropping” them into a language-
specific folder.

Never worry about the content of your emails being rendered unusable. The 
S-box accommodates most common file formats, including: .msg, .eml, 
.ZIP, and PDFs.

Provide support for files in different formats.

For global companies, email correspondence is constantly happening in 
many different languages. Just like the standard SYSTRAN servers, the 
S-box automatically detects language pairs and converts to your desired 
language.

Configure to support one (1) or more language pairs, which 
identify the source language of the document and the desired 
translated language.

Working on multiple secure and sensitive projects is simply the norm 
for the majority of SYSTRAN customers and users. The S-box allows for 
organized, project-based sorting of files so you can quickly access historical 
translated data for a particular project exactly when you need it.  

Segment into separate project files.



Bengali
Chinese

Hindi
Indonesian
Japanese

Korean
Malay

Punjabi
Thai

Vietnamese

Asia

Brazilian
Portuguese

Latin American Spanish

Latin America

Albanian
Bulgarian
Croatian

Czech
Estonian
Georgian

Hungarian
Latvian

Lithuanian
Polish

Romanian
Russian
Serbian
Slovak

Slovenian
Ukrainian

Eastern Europe

Arabic
Dari
Farsi

Hebrew
Pashto
Somali
Swahili

Tajik
Turkish

Urdu

Middle East & Africa

Danish
Dutch

English
Finnish
French
German
Greek

Icelandic
Italian

Norwegian
Portuguese

Spanish
Swedish
Welsh

US English

Western Europe
North America
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More languages available upon request

 

S-Box provides detailed log files crucial for auditing translation actions or possible problems that might occur, giving users a clear 
workflow for quick troubleshooting and complete oversight into their team’s work.  

Total process control

Want to learn more abut SYSTRAN’s S-box? 
Check out the S-box demo within this webinar:

Execute faster PDF translation (2,000 characters/second)

Maintain SYSTRAN’s Pure NMT speed advantages, so no matter how time-sensitive your translation needs, the system’s capabilities will 
be up to the task.  

Folders and files are truly collaborative and accessible to your entire team. No matter who submits a file for translation, any team 
member has visibility and can access any file entered into the team’s project folders.  

Work in collaboration with others securely

https://systransoftware.wistia.com/medias/ax734wk985

